
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Automobile Tax 

Automobile tax is imposed on an 
individual who owns a vehicle as of 
April 1st every year. If you scrap or 
give a car to someone, don’t forget 
to cancel the registration. 

 

 

If a car is older than 13 years, the 
automobile tax gets increased. 

 
 

 
Example) 
  2003 Toyota Alphard 2.4 Liter …¥51,700 

2001 Suzuki Wagon R…¥12,900 
 

 

 

 

 

Re-Determination on Social Insurance Premium 

Social Insurance is paid by employee and company. Premium is calculated by 
multiplying the standard monthly salary by the Social Insurance rate. Every year, 
the standard monthly salary is determined based on the average salary of April, 
May and June, and it’s applied from the month of September. Actual deduction 
begins the following month, so re-determined premium is deducted from October 
salary. In addition, insurance rate of employee pension has been increased every 
year since 2004, and it will be slightly increased September 2017 as well.  

 
 

Referral Program! ～Do you know someone looking for a job? Tell them about us! ～ 

You need to fill in the special form to apply for this program. If you know someone looking for a 
job, please talk to one of our staffs first. We’ll give you 20,000JPY/person if the following 
requirement is met. 

REQUIREMENT: They work for Shin-Ei for 3 full months (Transferring dispatch area is ok). 
                  Example) OK: Join Shin-Ei on 2/10 and quit Shin-Ei on 5/10 
                           NG: Join Shin-Ei on 2/10 and quit Shin-Ei on 5/9 

★ Referral incentive will be paid with salary of next month following the date of completion 
date. For example, if the completion date is from 5/1 to 5/31, incentive will be paid with 
salary in June. 

★ Incentive has to be paid with your salary. If you quit Shin-Ei by then and there is no salary 
paid to you, we can’t provide you any incentive. 

Private Use Displacement Tax 

Passenger 
Vehicle 

Less than 1.0 Liter 29,500 Yen 

1.0 to 1.5 Liter 34,500 Yen 

1.5 to 2.0 Liter 39,500 Yen 

2.0 to 2.5 Liter 45,000 Yen 

2.5 to 3.0 Liter 51,000 Yen 

3.0 to 3.5 Liter 58,000 Yen 

3.5 to 4.0 Liter 66,500 Yen 

4.0 to 4.5 Liter 76,500 Yen 

4.5 to 6.0 Liter 88,000 Yen 

More than 6.0 Liter 111,000 Yen 

Light 
Vehicle 

7,200 Yen or 
10,800 Yen if a car is registered after April 2015 

Automobile 
Tax 

Gas Car : 13 Years+ 
Diesel Car: 11 Years+ 

15% Up 

Light 
Vehicle Tax 

13 Years+ 20% Up 

Issued by Shin-Ei Sogo Service 
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Words of the Month 

Don‘t forget your first resolution 
General Affairs Dept.                       
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営業部より 
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